Under the auspices of the Fondation de France, the ESSEC Foundation is recognized as being a not-for-profit, public interest organization. As such, donors are entitled to claim tax deductions.

**French System**

- **Income tax**
  Individuals are entitled to an income tax deduction equivalent of **66% of the amount of the donation**, with an upper limit of 20% of their taxable income.
  
  For example, a donation of €1,000, after tax deduction, will cost you €340.

- **French wealth tax**
  Since the "TEPA" legislation of 21 August 2007, individuals liable for French Wealth Tax may deduct **75% of the amount of the donation**, with an upper limit of €50,000.
  
  For example, a donation of €5,000, after tax deduction, will cost you €1,250.

- **Corporate tax**
  All corporate donations entitle you to a corporate tax deduction of **60% of the amount, with an upper limit of 0.5% of turnover**. For all donations exceeding this limit of 0.5%, the surplus can be carried over to the following 5 fiscal years under the same conditions, after taking into account the year's payments.
  
  For example, a donation of €10,000, after tax deduction, will cost a company €4,000.

**USA System**

If you are a US taxpayer, you can donate to the ESSEC Foundation via the ESSEC Alumni USA and thereby benefit from tax deductions as stipulated in Article 501(c) paragraph 3 of the IRC (local authorities income tax).

To make a gift, please go to the ESSEC Alumni USA website: [http://www.essecusa.com/](http://www.essecusa.com/) which has a Paypal secured online payment system.

For further informations, please contact François-Olivier Luiggi, Tel.: (212) 613 8665, E-mail: fluiggi@langhamhotels.com

---

**They support us…**

- "My husband and I are both ESSEC graduates. It's important to us to help promote social diversity in the Grandes Écoles and in particular at ESSEC; to enable young, talented students to benefit from scholarships funded by individuals and former students - and thus have access to an excellent training."
  *Sabine Roux de Bézieux (E86)*

- "As an ESSEC alumnus I think it’s essential to contribute to the school’s development… I donate to all three areas but prioritize the endowment fund to help the school - in the long term - increase its social diversity and develop internationally."
  *Dominique Lesourd (E80)*

- "ESSEC’s academic staff is instrumental to the school’s development. ESSEC has a pioneering spirit and has always endeavored to do things differently. Sustaining that spirit is essential, both in teaching and research."
  *Aurore Lebon-Desroche (E97) and Philippe Desroche (E95)*
If you are resident in one of the European countries listed below, you can benefit from the country’s tax law, thanks to the Transnational Giving Europe (TGE). The TGE is a partnership of European foundations and associations which facilitates the process of making a donation to a general interest organization located in a partner country, by ensuring it benefits from tax deductions within the country of residence. This network of national foundations offers you a secure framework and a simplified procedure, where the single intermediary is the foundation in your country of residence. It is to local foundation that you make your donation (on behalf of the ESSEC Foundation) and it is this foundation which will issue and send you your fiscal receipt.

For more information, please contact our partners in your country of residence:

Germany: 
Maecenata Stiftung  
Mr. Christian Schreier  
+49 89 28 44 52 / tge@maecenata.eu

Belgium: 
Fondation Roi Baudouin  
Mr. Ludwig Forrest  
+32 2 549 02 38 / tge@kbs-frb.be

Bulgaria: 
Bulgarian Charities Aid Foundation  
Mrs. Lyudmilla Atanassova  
+359 2 981 19 01 / tge@bcaf.org

Hungary: 
Carpathian Foundation - Hungary  
Mrs. Bata Boglarka ou Mr. Norbert Havasi  
+36 36 516 750 / boglarka.bata@cfoundation.org  
norbert.havasi@cfoundation.org

Ireland: 
Community Foundation for Ireland  
Mrs. Helen Beatty  
+353 1 874 73 54 / tge@foundation.ie

Italy: 
Associazione Vita Giving Europe Onlus  
Mrs. Martina Rogato / +39 02 552 298 382 ou  
+39 34 049 669 36 / m.rogato@vita.it

Luxembourg: 
Fondation de Luxembourg  
Mr. Nicolas Vernier  
+352 274 748 251  
nicolas.vernier@fdlux.lu

The Netherlands: 
Oranje Fonds  
Mr. Theo Van Oosten  
+31 30 656 45 24 / tge@oranjefonds.nl

Poland: 
Foundation for Poland  
Mrs. Justyna Blinowska  
+48 22 54 25 891 / tge@fdp.org.pl

Romania: 
Oдорheiu Secuiesc Community Foundation  
Mr. Christopher Worman  
+40 74 934 72 99 / office@szka.org

Great Britain: 
Charities Aid Foundation (CAF)  
Mr. Keith Jefferies  
+44 3000 123 380 / tge@cafonline.org  
Donations are accepted from £250

Slovenia: 
SKUP Skupnost privatnih zavodov  
Mrs. Tatjana Strojan  
+386 4 23 448 04 / info@skup.si

Switzerland: 
Swiss Philanthropy Foundation  
Mrs. Céline Denizot  
+41 22 732 5554 / contact@swissphilanthropy.ch

If you are resident in Luxembourg, you may benefit from a specific measure (circular of 20/07/2009): entitling you to make a gift to a structure recognized as being a not-for-profit, public interest organization, without going through the TGE system. In case of control, a copy of your bank transfer or a bank certificate along with the Gift Acknowledgement Letter is accepted as proof of donation.

For more information, please contact:
Mina Colonna d’Istria  
+33 (0)1 56 91 20 38  
mina.colonna@fondationessec.fr  
http://fondation.essec.fr

Other country
If you are resident in a country which does not have a partnership with the ESSEC Foundation, three methods of payment are available to you: via online payment, via check or via a bank transfer. Unfortunately your gift will not be entitled to tax deductions.
To make a gift to the ESSEC Foundation, or for more information: http://fondation.essec.fr